Economics 129: American Economic History

J-L Rosenthal (jlr at hss.caltech.edu) Office: Baxter 133.
T-TH: 9:00-10:25 Baxter

Rather than teach American Economic History as a list of topics through time, we will look at the record of American economic performance through three lenses: technical change, federalisms and financial development. You can all read a textbook, but you have analytical skills that should make a conversation around topics that are more substantive (both in content and form) more interesting and valuable. The readings assigned are therefore research articles. Should you want more background you can consult two text books (Attack and Passel “a New Economic View of Economic history” or Walton and Rokoff, History of the American Economy) or the Cambridge Economic History of the U.S. both of which are on reserve.

If you have data questions, the Historical Statistics of the U.S. are a wonderful online resource http://hsus.cambridge.org/HSUSWeb/HSUSEntryServlet.

ORGANIZATION

Class: We will discuss the assigned reading(s) during the first half of each class. You are encouraged to seek out connections across the readings (both those assigned for the day and those that we have seen before) and between past and present. In the second half of the section I will lecture on the material to come.

Work expectations

Reading: each class meeting has one or two readings (they are preceded by a*). You must complete at least of these and respond to the relevant queries. This task should require an hour or an hour and half of your time. Your task is to identify A. important issues (What makes this an interesting question), B. Strange issues in either the logic, the evidence, or the method of analysis, C. are there lessons from this for other contexts? Then you must write no more than a page (a paragraph is ideal) that explain what you think about the reading, these notes are due at the end of each class. The principal value of these notes is that they make sure you have something to contribute to the conversation.

Writing and examination: Beyond the class assignments, you are expected to complete two papers of about 2000 words each. Paper 1 first drafts are due in class January 31, final drafts February 9, 5pm in my box. Paper 2 first drafts are due in class March 1, and final drafts February 15, 5pm in my box. The tight schedule is designed to give me time to give you feedback between drafts For more details on papers see the end of the syllabus

Presentation: You must also present a paper/book sometime in the quarter (on the reading list preceded by a (p). You will have 10 minutes so you must turn in a two page outline/summary of your presentation to say. We will decide on a schedule of presentations during Class 3.
READING LIST

Introduction to Growth over the Long Term.

Jan 5 Day 1: Introduction to growth
No reading

Jan 10 Day 2: Markets and Inequality

Section 1: Technological Change
A. Agricultural Productivity and Technology

Jan 12 Day 1: Plants and animals


Jan 17 Day 2: Property


B. Technology as embodied in machines

Jan 19 Day 1: Speed and Power

Jan 24 Day 2: Cotton (machines and workers)


C. Technical change, skills and education

Jan 26 Day 1: Learning by markets

"

D. Patents and the market for ideas

Jan 31 Day 1: The Market for Ideas

FIRST DRAFT OF PAPER #1 due in Class

Section 2: Taxes and Public Goods
Feb 2 Lecture: Union Imperfect
No reading

Feb 7 Taxes

March 9 Day 2: Education.


Feb 14: Federalism

Section 3: Finance and Financial crises

A. Banks, Loans and Knowledge

Feb 16 Lecture: Risk and Return
No reading

Feb 21 Day 1: Bank Regulation


B. Financing Growth and Crises

Feb 23: Mortgages and Crises


(p) Bogue Alan, Money at Interest.

Feb 28 Watching over the Capitalists


C. From Investment banks to firm finance
March 1: Firms, law and markets


FIRST DRAFT OF PAPER #2 due in class

March 5 Day 3: Capital markets


Section 3: The American Economy at 400:

March 9 Day 2: Life and power


FIRST DRAFT OF PAPER #2 due March 15 5pm

Writing guide, see next page
A Guide to Writing Papers

Purpose: These papers aim to give you an opportunity to integrate the material we have seen without having to do an excessive amount of research. What matters is that you think through the material, not how many facts you can compile. You are of course welcome to do some research or further reading. They are also an opportunity for you to practice/sharpen your writing and presentation skills. To that end your first drafts will be read and feedback will be provided, but not graded. We all have the right to error, and we learn by fixing mistakes, not by getting things right the first time. Hence after feedback you will revise your paper and return it to me for grading and further comments.

Sources: Wikipedia, however is not a source, while it is useful as a quick reference, it is not evidence for this class. If you have data questions, the Historical Statistics of the U.S. are a wonderful on line resource http://hsus.cambridge.org/HSUSWeb/HSUSEntryServlet. Citations are essential, plagiarism (failure to cite, or extensive borrowing from other authors) is unacceptable. Keep citations brief (3 lines or less).

Structure: When you turn in a paper, it must have (1) a title, (2) a short summary which contains both the question you are answering and the summary of the answer, (3) an outline (4) the body of the paper, (5) a set of references (you can use in text author, date page, citation). It has been found over the years, that being able to concisely state the question and the answer is a necessary step to writing a good paper. Outline help you think through where different ideas go.

Length: The body of the first paper should not exceed 1700 words (5 pages double space 12 pt times new roman, standard margins). The body of the second paper should not exceed 2300 words (7 pages, same format). Shorter papers that are tightly argued and confront the material we have seen are acceptable. First drafts that are 20% shorter than the final paper are a good way to start.

Collaboration: papers must be sole authored. You are free and encouraged to discuss ideas with your peers but before you put pen to paper or fingers to keyboard you must return to your ideas and your arguments.

Paper topics: You can design your own paper topics, if so you should turn in a topic paragraph to me no later than January 24 for the first paper and February 21 for the second paper. Alternatively you can pick from one of the topics below.

Topics, see next page
Topics for Paper 1:

1.A: For some scholars the key to growth is well defined and well enforced property rights. For others it is the broad diffusion of knowledge, to what extent is the material in this course consistent with the idea that there are important tradeoffs between these two views. Can either explain America economic performance?

1.B: Olmstead and Rhode draw a fundamental difference between biological and mechanical technologies. To what extent are do differences involves who can invent versus who can profit from different forms of technologies versus how these different technologies become obsolete.

1.C: How much of the evidence so far is consistent with the induced innovation hypothesis and how much favors a more broad based process of growth? Did the relative importance of factor prices change over time, or is just that the structure of the economy has changed?

Topics for Paper 2: